Getting a bang for your digital buck:
In consumer lending, “going digital” is no
longer enough
How to deliver a positive ROI on
your investments in digital lending

www.pwc.com/consumerfinance

Executive summary
Are your competitors’ digital lending platforms
leapfrogging your online capabilities and customer
experience? Are you launching new features only to
find that industry disruptors have already rolled out
the next generation of an even better experience? Is
your overall digital lending transformation failing to
achieve your desired goals?
If your answer is “YES,” you’re not alone. But
a strategic shift in your approach to digital
can fix the problem.
Many consumer lenders have made significant
investments in technology and digital transformation
initiatives – both internally and externally, yet few have
managed to develop a sustainable, long-term competitive
advantage from these investments.
We believe that a shift in the “digitization” approach
might be necessary to fully realize the power of digital
lending. One that is rooted in building the right
capabilities first – and letting those capabilities drive the
company’s digital lending development roadmap.
It is critical to focus first on the inputs necessary to drive
an effective digital lending initiative and to clearly align
around organizational objectives (a.k.a. stopping the
“chasing shiny objects” syndrome). This will allow
lenders to establish the foundational building blocks that
will drive the design of the specific digital outputs.

This document is not about what “hot new digital
features” you need to offer – it’s about how to make
digital lending development sustainable and profitable.
What does a strategic approach to digital
lending entail?
Today, most lenders’ investments in digital are “outputoriented” – they find a vendor they want to integrate
with, or a feature they want to offer, and design around
that specific technology. Although this type of focus on
the outputs (digital offerings) can sometimes lead to
short-term success for an individual digital tool, it tends
to be easily replicable by competitors.
Lenders who don’t first make the necessary changes to
their underlying culture, people, processes, and
technology will not find digital leadership sustainable, as
competitors quickly leapfrog the capabilities that are
considered “state of the art” today. However, lenders
who do establish the right foundation before developing
their digital offerings will offer super solutions and avoid
missing key opportunities or wasting resources on
offerings that don’t add value for customers.
Successful lenders will focus on an “input-oriented”
strategy, rooted in the foundational elements of why
and how digital is delivered. As a precursor to digital
lending transformation, these foundational elements
should guide your decisions around specific solutions to
ensure your digital offerings provide the right ROI.

A strategic framework for digital lending:
Before you design your digital lending transformation, you
must define your organizational objectives, or what you want
to achieve through the transformation:
• Customer experience – how do you want to interact
with customers?
• Operational efficiency – how do you want your business
to function?
Next, you must build your digital lending strategy around the
following organizational competencies, which will ensure an
agile and sustainable transformation that is focused on the
demands of today’s consumer and one that is scalable to meet
the ever-evolving digital standard.
• User-centric design approach
• Data-driven decision making
• Flexible infrastructure
• Effective development approach
• Organizational agility
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Key takeaways
Digital transformation is
challenging – lenders must use the
right strategy
Lenders must take a strategic,
holistic approach to maximize the
benefits of investment
Lasting transformation must
be grounded in an “inputfocused” view – aligned to
organizational objectives and
driven by new design and
development capabilities
Digitization is about
more than an online
application – it includes
internal and external
opportunities across the
loan lifecycle
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“Going digital” is no longer a differentiator
…but strategic digital lending leadership can help you “de-commoditize”
digital lending and stand out to customers
Over the past 12-18 months, there has been a flurry of digital
activity in consumer lending, with many traditional lenders
making significant investments in online applications and
borrower portals to keep up with new digital disruptors,
adding new digital tools to track and optimize customer
acquisition, and embracing various forms of internal process
automation. And digital lending isn’t just for large lenders –
in fact, among credit unions with $50 million to $100 million
in assets, 72.7% offer loans online, and 96.6% let borrowers
make loan payments online.1
Today’s lenders increasingly recognize that customers
want to have the ability to apply and manage their
accounts online.2 As more lenders offer these
capabilities, consumer expectations have been reshaped
– and as a result, simply offering an online application –
even a well-designed, fully functioning one – is no longer
enough to stand out.
PwC’s proprietary research into mortgage lenders’ online
capabilities indicates that the majority of large lenders
have already invested sufficient resources to have an
“above average” online lending experience.3

Our analysis, which provides independent benchmarking
of lenders’ digital presentation, ease of navigation,
marketing and sales, customer support, functionality,
and mobile experience, demonstrates that features which
were until recently considered “best in class” are now
widely offered. Since the most recent benchmarking,
further investments from many lenders have further
commoditized the digital application.
While there is no denying that there is still a broad range
in the sophistication and quality of design of online
capabilities, that gap is rapidly closing and lenders will
need to find new ways to differentiate themselves in
order to realize value from digital.
Lenders need to think bigger than “minimizing the
number of clicks,” reducing manual data entry, and
improving the speed of decisions. Instead, digital
investments need to be aligned to the overall company
strategy and desired omni-channel experience. And
equally importantly, lenders need to develop the right
internal capabilities to be able to deliver innovation in a
timely and effective manner.

Offering a good digital experience is no longer an option for lenders in
today’s marketplace – it has become a strategic imperative.
Lenders should no longer question whether or not to invest in digital; but
focus on how to deliver long-term value.
So if simply “going digital” is no
longer enough, how can a lender
differentiate themselves?
Strategic digital lending
leaders don’t just focus on
“what” they’ll offer – they
focus on “why” and “how”
they’ll offer it, and align
innovation to users’ needs.

1https://www.ncua.gov/services/Pages/small-credit-union-learning-center/Documents/going-digital-guide.pdf
3Refer
2PwC

to PwC’s Consumer Experience Retail for additional detail on consumers’ expectations: http://pwc.to/1GipWj2
research and analysis. Mortgage Lender Benchmark Analysis. August 2016
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Digital lending leadership requires a strategic
approach across multiple dimensions
Lenders should take a longer-term view towards digital innovation to maximize their ROI. By investing in developing the
right capabilities to support digital transformation, rather than investing in specific digital features, lenders can create a
sustainable platform for innovation and can bring innovation to market in a repeatable, programmatic fashion.

A strategic framework for digital lending
Digital offerings
• UI/UX
• Streamlined processes
• Digital interfaces

Capabilities
• User-centric design approach
• Data-driven decision making
• Flexible infrastructure
• Effective development approach
• Organizational agility
Organizational objectives
• Customer experience
• Operational efficiency

Current industry approach

The key is to decide on how
to orient digital investments
to support your
organizational objectives.
The following pages will take
a deep dive into how lenders
can develop each of the five
identified organizational
capabilities of digital leaders.

Output oriented

• Most lenders are taking a top-down approach focused on their digital offerings, and are not strategically
optimizing the underlying processes.
• This results in the automation of existing, inefficient processes focused on the needs of today’s borrower, which
are outdated when development is complete after a 12-18 month or longer development cycle.
• Consequently, many digital enhancements fail to deliver the desired ROI.
• While some are beginning to recognize the need for changes to the IT development function, few have begun to
apply the same mindset enterprise-wide.
Digital leadership strategy

Input oriented

• Digital leaders start from the foundation and work their way up.
• They first alter their organizational approach to promote change and innovation in IT development.
• By enhancing their end-to-end approach to managing change and technology, those responsible for digital
development are properly equipped.
• The optimization of these inputs organically drives improved results, so that leaders’ digital offerings are better
aligned to their strategy and customers’ needs.
• Since the outputs are driven by user-centric design, the specific digital offerings will vary from lender to lender,
based on their business model and customer profile.
PwC | Optimizing your digital lending ROI
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Digital leadership is not easy
Because digital is so transformational, lenders need a strong strategic
orientation to drive successful change
We get it - transforming your organization’s digital delivery capabilities is hard. And because it’s hard, many lenders
attempt to launch new digital initiatives without making the required “behind the scenes” investments. It’s easy for
lenders to suffer from “shiny object syndrome” – rushing to get a buzzy new technology to market without truly
understanding how or why it will support their organizational objectives and deliver a better experience or reduce costs.
It’s not as simple as just fixing the online application or adding another online feature – delivering the right ROI on a
digital initiative such as developing an online borrower portal requires fundamental shifts to many aspects of your
operations and technology infrastructure.

Before transformation

vs.

After transformation

Experience is based on
taking the existing
paper form and “putting
it online”

With the user centered
design process,
prototypes are refined
through customer
feedback

Inefficient processes are
driven by inflexible
business requirements

Requirements evolve
over time based on
feedback to optimize
processes

Technology development
and releases take
multiple years and are
complex to update

Release new code
biweekly and iterate and
refine from initial
Minimal Viable Product
based on A/B testing

Data is stored in
disparate legacy systems
and reporting requires
manual intervention

Data and analytics are
used to refine decisions
on sales, product design,
pricing / underwriting,
and customer experience

Employee authority is
limited and multiple
levels of approvals are
required for any change

Risk management is
integrated into design,
and teams are
empowered to develop
hypotheses and validate
them through testing

IT delivers solutions
based on misunderstood
requirements, and user
needs aren’t met

Cross-functional,
business-led team with
employees experienced
in digital transformation
and UX
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Orient digital investments around
organizational objectives
Customer experience and internal operational efficiency
To effectively employ digital transformation, it is key to
be clear on how you want to interact with customers and
how you want your business to function.
While the specific strategic goals may vary, we generally
see successful lenders orienting their digital investments
to support two primary objectives:
Organizational goal #1: Customer experience
Determine how you want customers to interact with your
brand – and anchor every digital investment around
enabling that interaction model.
Experience is bigger than the user interface – it needs to
be considered from an omni-channel perspective to
deliver unique value to the customer across channels
throughout the entire customer journey.
Digital lending leaders will not just optimize their
application – they’ll think about how borrowers want to
be supported end-to-end from up-front research through
servicing, and provide timely, relevant advice through the
customer’s channel of choice.

User interface and customer
experience are NOT synonymous.
The best-designed app won’t help if
customers don’t see a need for it.

Organizational goal #2: Operational efficiency
While customer experience is often the first consideration
for digital efforts, true digital transformation is not just a
matter of improving customer-facing processes. Internal
back-office and support functions can also go digital – for
instance, automating monthly accounting close processes.
Many lenders have shifted their focus on innovation
inwards to also improve operational performance. They
are leveraging digital tools to lower costs and increase
efficiency through automation. The industry is moving
toward automation through a variety of paths – such as
Robotics Process Automation, direct data integrations,
self-service capabilities, and dynamic queuing.
However, as with customer experience, it’s important to
think bigger about your objectives, and let design lead
technology decisions, rather than the other way around. A
simple way of thinking about this is to avoid
automating bad processes. Lenders must first focus
on designing the right process and then find a way to
automate it, rather than simply implementing technology
to automate current processes, many of which are rooted
in inefficiencies driven by paper-based constraints.

Technology should enable your desired
experience and operations… not
determine them.

Don’t recreate bad processes online…
use digital to streamline and fix the underlying problems.
Today’s
paper process

Most lenders’
digital process
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Digital lending leadership capability #1 of 5
User-centric design approach
To be a digital lending leader, it is important for lenders to
apply Design Thinking principles, oriented around the needs
of their users. When engineering a user-centric design
approach, lenders need to think of both consumers and
internal “customers” using digital technology, such as loan
officers and staff performing back office functions.
The exact method can vary, but your digital investments will
not be optimized unless you have a robust process in place to
understand customer needs up front and obtain live feedback
throughout the design process.
The fundamental principles of user-centric
design include:
• Design based on understanding of your customers,
tasks and environments.
• Customer involvement throughout design and
development and a design which is refined by
user feedback.
• An iterative design process.
• A design which addresses the whole
borrower experience.
• Design and development teams with
cross-functional skills and perspectives.

While most companies will tell you they are customercentric, true user-centric design requires new
engagement models and thought processes that can
challenge many lenders.
Technology initiatives are one clear area where you can put
these principles in action. Given the need to start design upfront and involve cross-functional teams throughout, the
traditional approach of developing static business
requirements that are subsequently translated into functional
specifications and developed is no longer viable.
Common tools that can be leveraged to support usercentric design include:
Customer journey maps
Borrower personas
Ideations and development of multiple concepts
Listening labs
Usable prototypes

This is how leaders design
their technology.
Strategy

What experience
should we create?

Capability

What do customers
value from it?

What business
capabilities deliver
on that strategy?

What enabling
technologies are
best suited?

Your desired experience should drive your technology decisions.
Not the other way around.
PwC | Optimizing your digital lending ROI
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User-centric design in action
Digital lending leaders are re-imagining consumer interactions across
the customer journey
While much of the focus on digitization within consumer lending has occurred on the front-end application process, digital
leaders are recognizing opportunities to apply user-centric design concepts in servicing and collections as well.
Enabling self-service servicing and collections is a significant opportunity to develop digital capabilities that don’t just automate
existing customer interactions but instead transform the way in which lenders engage with and provide support to borrowers
who want to manage their account, check on the status of their loan, or need help getting back on track with their payments.

Identify and treat me
as a valued customer
Welcome Back!
Your credit limit has
been increased. Thank
you for prompt, ontime payments

Show your customers that
you know them- and care
about them

Let me personalize
my experience

Empower me to make
choices and give me
control

Let your
customers
“choose
their own
adventure”

Understand my
situation
I’m sorry to hear
that. Let’s see
what we can do
to help

Communicate with me
when and how I choose
All agents are
currently busy. Stay
on the line or press 1
to be called back
when an agent is
available

Visit our mobile app
to make a call-back
appointment

Provide
communication
options that fit into
your customers’ busy lives

Listen to what I’m saying
x
x
x
x
x

Provide customers
with options that fit
their individual needs
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Be your customer's ally
to find a mutually
beneficial solution

Take action based on
customer feedback to
improve their experience
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Digital lending leadership capability #2 of 5
Data-driven decision making
Lenders have an incredible amount of data available to them, and
most recognize its potential value. The challenge becomes how to
transform an almost overwhelming volume of data into actionable
insights, and separate the signal from the noise. In order to
effectively leverage data to drive improved decision-making and
optimize digital transformation, lenders need to determine how to
identify the right information that will help them make informed
decisions, and make that information available to the right
stakeholders, at the right time, in the right format.
Advanced analytics
Emerging technologies such as machine learning, natural language
processing, and conversational agents can create giant leaps of
efficiency, meaning, and insight hidden within businesses and the
world at large – an enormous opportunity for leaders to make
more informed and effective decisions. Seizing the opportunity will
require leaders who can weigh the power and influence of both
artificial and human intelligence, finding a balanced path that
makes the most of each unique capability.
Data-driven decision making complements
design thinking, by ensuring insights are
appropriately informing each stage of the
design process.
Data can play a key role up-front to help
understand users’ needs and define the
point of view, but should also be collected
and incorporated throughout prototyping
and testing to refine the final output.

How do I…

Choose the right
problems to solve?
• Identify situations
ripe for different
analytics techniques
• Balance risk and reward
• Develop rigor around
decision-making process
• Comply with regulations
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Digital-enabled data sources
Digital transformation also presents new
opportunities to collect and use data that
hasn’t previously been available, such as:
• Website analytics, including heat maps,
clickthrough analysis, and detailed fallout
• Marketing technology (MarTech) tools for
cross-channel attribution and increased
visibility into earlier stages of the borrower
acquisition funnel
• Behavioral data to assist in underwriting,
authentication, fraud prevention, and risk
management
• Third party data sources available through
digital interfaces, such as detailed
transactional bank account data

Data should be integrated at every stage of the design lifecycle
Iterate

Iterate

Understand

Observe

Project plan
Personals and stories
Research summary

Define a
point
of view

Problem definition
Key insights
Design principles

Develop the right
technology capabilities?
• Build the right
infrastructure
• Collect the right data
• Obtain the necessary people
and skillsets
• Consider monitoring,
transparency, and reporting

Ideate and
choose
solutions

Prototype
and test

Solutions
Low-fidelity prototypes
High-fidelity prototypes

Implement

Product

Transform insights into
action?
• Establish feedback loops
and measure outcomes
• Build appropriate
governance frameworks
• Understand and explain
model decisions
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Digital lending leadership capability #3 of 5
Flexible infrastructure
Digital lenders’ system and information
architectures need to align to operational needs:
flexible and configurable with the ability to be easily
updated in real-time, with minimal coding.
Legacy system challenges
Traditional lenders often have complex end-to-end
systems with a broad range of functions built-in, rather
than a flexible and configurable infrastructure, making
it challenging to quickly enhance system capabilities.
For many lenders, upgrading an LOS or core system
may be too complex or costly today – but by carving
individual components out, enhancing them
piecemeal, and making them callable by APIs,
lenders can split a massive undertaking into a series
of bite-sized chunks.
Designing your future state
It’s critical to consider the impact of infrastructure
design on the system development lifecycle and on
the ease of future enhancements and changes. For
instance, modular design which can support
modular testing and limit the need to complete
complex end-to-end testing for minor changes.
This concept of modular, component-based
architecture extends outside the walls of an
individual lender to the partner ecosystem, making
APIs and connectivity even more crucial. Open
ecosystems are increasingly important as lenders
work with a broader range of external partners.

Lenders who
develop a more
flexible and open
infrastructure will
have more
opportunities to
improve their
digital experience.

Product
development

Leading practices in infrastructure

Service
oriented
architecture

Micro-services
with API
connectivity

Cloud-based
infrastructure

Marketing

Decoupling
presentation
of services from the
underlying events
and transactions

Integration layers are
increasingly critical in enabling
infrastructure flexibility.

Sales

Service &
support
Finance

Human
resources

Integration Fabric
User experience integration
Process & rules integration
Application/service integration
Data integration
Master data integration
Infrastructure integration
Security & management
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Digital lending leadership capability #4 of 5
Effective development approach
For digital leaders, it’s critical not only to have the right
technology but the right way to develop, enhance, and
support it. Digital lenders should ensure IT development
capabilities align to business need for timeliness and pace
of change and should take into account new technological
advancement, speed to market and agility.
Agile development
Agile frameworks incorporate real user feedback and
timely incremental change, which leads to faster
comprehensive innovation. Agile uses an iterative
approach and places emphasis on fluid testing and
incorporating feedback in real time.
There is more than one flavor of agile
There are various agile frameworks to choose from
and the one best suited will depend on each company’s
specific objectives. Different agile approaches target
different operational aspects, from workflow to
specific development practices covering areas such as
design, modeling, coding, testing, planning, and
risk management. The overarching umbrella of agile
development encompasses a broad range of techniques
that can be customized and optimized to meet a
lender’s needs – and many leaders may even tailor
sprint durations and other components on a
project-by-project basis.

DevOps
Another common set of tools to improve technology
delivery capabilities is often referred to as “DevOps."
While there are some similarities to Agile, these tools
and techniques are focused on improving collaboration
and communication between developers, operations,
and testers, and automating development and testing.
Don’t worry about the name…
worry about the process
At the end of the day, lenders shouldn’t be getting hung
up on all of the terminology and buzzwords being
thrown around. What really matters is creating a
flexible, iterative, and effective development process
that works for your operations. Applying leading
practices from Agile, DevOps, and other methodologies
to create a best-in-breed solution can deliver great
value – even if it isn’t perfectly aligned to one of the
standard frameworks.

Delivering high velocity IT is a
complex, technical challenge.
Contact us to learn more about
PwC’s enterprise methodologies.

• How can I automate
more of my development
and testing?
• How can I reduce cycle
time to release new code?
• What roadblocks delay
my releases?
• How can I align risk
management and
governance to fit my
release schedule?

PwC | Optimizing your digital lending ROI
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Agile In action
How faster “speed-to-market” can turbo-charge website enhancements
For a lender wanting to improve their webpage, for example, weekly agile sprints have the ability to let a lender
support 52 weekly code releases rather than the traditional 4 quarterly code releases common to most lenders
leveraging a waterfall development cycle. With the frequent code releases, lenders can increase their speed to
market, learn from customer experience, incorporate feedback dynamically, test iterative changes live in market, and
develop a cross-functional relationship between business and technology. Ultimately, a leader who leverages an
iterative approach is able to further its customer experience enhancements faster with weekly code releases rather
than using quarterly code releases.

Waterfall
Better, faster.
Weekly code releases,
supported by an agile
development process,
allow for:
• Rapid iteration and
“test-and-learn” pilots
• Continuous, iterative
improvements
over time
• Significantly
accelerated
“speed-to-market” for
critical changes
• Ability to prioritize
quick wins
• Significant increase in
overall quality of
delivered product,
driven by better
feedback and learnings
along the way
• Reduced risk of being
“leapfrogged” by new
capabilities during the
middle of a long-term
implementation

Agile

Day 1
starting
point

Xxxxx
xxx

Xxxxxx
xxx

After
Q1

Xxxxxx xxx

Xxxxxx xxx

After
Q2

Xxxxxx
xxx

Xxxxxx xxx

After
Q3

Xxxxxx
xxx

Xxxxxx xxx

After
Q4
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Digital lending leadership capability #5 of 5
Organizational agility
Agility is crucial across the organization – not just in
regards to system and software development. Improving
the speed of decision-making is foundational and critical
to delivering digital innovation. Being able to release code
every two weeks doesn’t do any good if the risk
organization can’t approve the changes that quickly.
Cross-functional teams and co-design are increasingly
must-haves in achieving the outcomes that digital
transformation leaders are seeking. Organizational
agility can be achieved by focusing on people, process,
and culture.
People
According to PwC’s Global Annual Digital IQ survey, 70%
of siloed digital transformations will ultimately fail.
Structural changes to move away from siloed business
units and skillsets are an integral part of achieving
organizational agility. Digital leaders have crossfunctional teams and place emphasis on having the right
team for the right body of work.

Culture
It’s no secret that culture is important, however many
lenders still do not recognize the extent to which culture
ties everything together and leads directly to the success
or failure of digital initiatives.
Leading practices include offering a culture that promotes
change, explores possibilities and encourages working
together. Leaders offer automated and transparent
processes, have collaborative work spaces and hire
diverse employees to challenge status quo.
While many elements of culture, such as openness to risktaking and future orientation, are important, crossfunctional collaboration is perhaps the biggest differencemaker – and one that can be actively managed and
quickly implemented.

People

70%

Process

Organizational
agility

of siloed digital
transformation
initiatives
will ultimately fail1

Culture
Process
Digital leaders are looking to eliminate or streamline
processes that are taking too long. For most lenders,
the obstacles to speed are bigger than just systems –
legacy processes throughout operations and support
functions are not designed to operate at the speed of
today’s market. Without changes to their risk
management processes, lenders who want to take an
iterative approach can be slowed down and even
derailed by tedious approval processes, detailed
documentation requirements, and onerous testing
protocols. To maximize the benefits of innovation,
change management must truly be agile.

1Source:

The agile mindset focuses on
testing and learning. This is a
critical innovation feature as the
speed of change, combined with the
complexity of problems and
systems, results in considerable
unpredictability.

http://www.strategyand.pwc.com/reports/whats-your-digital-ROI
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How to deliver a leading digital lending experience

Developing the right digital lending capabilities does not
always require that every solution be developed
internally. In many cases, lenders may find that a
technology provider’s solution is better suited to meet
their operational objectives. Lenders should be strategic
about how they incorporate vendor solutions as part of
their overall technology infrastructure.
Build, buy, or partner?
As lenders think about how to deliver their new digital
solutions, they can build, buy, or partner to deploy a new
technology component. Each of these options presents its
own pros and cons, and should be evaluated in the
context of the organizational goals defined at the outset
of your digital transformation.
One size doesn’t fit all
For lenders, the preferred architecture across the loan
lifecycle may include a blend of in-house and vendor
solutions. You don’t need to and don’t want to develop
an expensive proprietary solution for every element of
the value chain.

“

For each component, the optimal solution may vary and a
lender could have a strong suite of specialized vendors to
provide its digital offerings. Even for lenders who build a
primary solution such as a borrower portal in-house, a
wide range of specialized vendors will likely be used for
specific areas such as fraud prevention and cloud storage.
Many lenders are partnering with start-up technology
firms or vendors offering solutions that are built to be
integrated with their digital suite to enhance their
offerings or gain a competitive edge. Marketplace lenders
have excelled at the partnership angle and financial
technology firms are looking for lender partners to
strategically combine forces with a unique go-to-market
solution.
The key is to ensure the end-to-end solution provides the
right level of flexibility and control. Ultimately, leaders
will leverage a hybrid model of using agile development
methods to build capabilities internally as well as work
with service providers in the technology ecosystem.

If being better at something
isn’t going to differentiate you
from your competitors, there
is no sense in building your
own solution.

”

Key considerations
Strategic positioning
Do you want to be a leader developing new capabilities,
or a fast follower keeping pace with competitors?
Budget
How much are you willing to spend to transform
digital consumer lending?
Customer experience
How do you want to interact with your customers, and what
capabilities will support that experience?

PwC | Optimizing your digital lending ROI
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Digital lending ROI framework and potential metrics
Calculating an ROI on digital transformation is challenging, but valuable
to enforce investment discipline
So now it’s time to determine where and how to invest in digital lending. How do you determine where to allocate
funding and resources? Which investments will pay off in the long run to develop a sustainable competitive
advantage, and which will be a temporary flash in the pan?
While each digital project is unique, many will share similar cost and benefit drivers. Lenders should develop a
formal methodology for assessing their digital ROI, but ensure that it remains flexible enough to account for a broad
range of digital offerings. The following high level framework can help lenders begin to think through how to quantify
the impact on their business – and we can assist with providing more robust analysis.
Step 1: Identify potential digital projects
Source inputs from customer feedback, performance data, market surveillance, etc.
Step 2: Map projects to applicable cost/benefit drivers

Your ROI
calculations may
need to be as
unique as your
digital projects.

Establish an inventory of metrics and evaluate which apply; also consider new impacts
Step 3: Quantify impacts and assess qualitative pros and cons
Apply consistent calculation approaches where possible; but tailor to the specific impact
Step 4: Prioritize projects
Leverage expected ROI analysis in determining your implementation roadmap
Step 5: Implement and measure
Hold yourself accountable, by focusing on measurable metrics that you can reliably track
Step 6: Refine drivers and quantification methodology
Apply “test and learn” principles to ROI calculations – and improve your predictions

Illustrative potential impacts – Digital investments
Costs of digital
• IT resource/
project costs
• Storage and
infrastructure
costs
• IT maintenance
costs
• Security and
monitoring costs
• System licenses
and third
party tools
• Potential liability
(e.g., privacy/
data breach)

Benefits of digital
Speed-To-market:
• Faster time-to-revenue for new
product launches
• Decreased credit losses – improved
responsiveness to market
Customer acquisition:
• Wider consideration set/broader
potential audience
• Improved targeting and segmentation
• Improved conversion rates/funnel
performance
Customer satisfaction:
• Improved customer loyalty and retention
• Higher wallet share/lifetime
customer value
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Operational efficiency:
• Reduced paper-based processing costs
• FTE/headcount reduction
• Improved system performance and uptime
• Lower warehouse costs due to
faster closing
• Improved employee performance
Risk management:
• Fraud prevention
• Improved underwriting and collections
performance
• Reduced risk of regulatory issues
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“A tale of two apps”
A side-by-side comparison of the impact of strategic digital lending
leadership
It was the best of digital transformations, it was the worst of digital transformations…
Two lenders who are both looking to develop a digital application – but approach it with different defined
organizational objectives and established capabilities – can experience vastly different outcomes. In the example
below, both lenders are trying to launch a new online loan application – but only one has followed PwC’s suggested
input-driven approach.

Follower
User
centric design

Design platform similar to
competitors

Leader
Uses data from customer surveys
to design platform

Decisions based on
Data
driven decision management’s gut feeling or
a stale methodology

Decisions based on algorithms
leveraging internal and external
sources of data

Organizational
agility

Wait until quarterly review
meetings for approvals

Develop a cross-functional subcommittee for rapid approvals

Flexible
infrastructure

Build end-to end product
in-house

Triage your approach – build, buy,
and partner

Effective
development
approach

Waterfall development
approach aligned to quarterly
release calendar

Iterative, test and learn
development approach

Outcome

• Digital product that your
competitors had at the time
your plan was conceived
• Stale technology, and
infrastructure
• Data and development
capabilities that are not
scalable for the everevolving industry demands

• Relevant digital product with a
design that meets the current
and future needs of today’s
consumer
• Decisions informed by robust
data resources scalable
• IT development infrastructure
that can deliver desired effective
and efficient results
• Lower costs
• Simple back office processes
• High-level customer experience

To be a leader, lenders need to get all five
dimensions correct – if a lender gets
even one of the five wrong it can have
negative impacts for the other areas and
throw the entire project off-track.
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Are you ready to deliver the next generation digital
lending experience?
Consumers are ready to embrace new engagement models that enable
lenders to deliver more value than ever before
Once you’ve built a solid foundation by aligning to your
organizational objectives and developing the right
capabilities, it’s finally time for the fun part – revisiting the digital offerings you want to deliver.
The point of this document is NOT to say that digital
lending is fully commoditized, or that you shouldn’t
invest in digital capabilities. Rather, the point is that
digital lending only offers differentiation when it’s truly
different. By being strategic about when, where, and how
you invest, you can deliver unique digital capabilities that
are truly differentiated and allow you to engage with your
customers in a more meaningful, productive way – which
will require a lot more than just an online application.

“Digital lending only
offers differentiation
when it’s truly different.”
The next generation of innovations within digital lending
will not only reduce the friction associated with the online
application and bring more paper-based processes online
– instead, it will be focused on how lenders can better
understand and respond to customers’ personal needs,
support them at every step in the lending process, and
provide added value to help their customers better
manage their finance and improve their lives.

So let’s take a moment to imagine what the next
generation of digital lending could look like – and how
developing the right capabilities will enable you to deliver Your customers are ready…are you?
those new offerings quicker, better, and more efficiently
than your competitors.

The next generation of
digital lending will engage
consumers in new ways:
• Digitally-augmented
human support
• Voice interaction
• AI-powered virtual assistants
and chatbots
• Wearables
• Augmented and virtual reality
Are you ready to
“Think outside the form”?
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PwC can help you tactically – and strategically –
improve your digital lending capabilities
Knowing where to begin and what efforts to
prioritize first can be challenging. Similarly, finding
the necessary technical resources to execute on
your desired digital strategy can take time. But
those are not reasons to delay the start of your
journey towards becoming a strategic leader in
digital lending.

Whether your needs are tactical or strategic, we can help your
organization address the current gaps in your digital offerings and
develop the capabilities to sustainably innovate over the long term.
We look forward to discussing how our team is equipped to help
you succeed in your digital transformation.
Developing digital delivery capabilities
User-centric design approach:
• Establish design methodology and engagement model
• Define customer feedback/Voice of Customer program
Data-driven decision making:

Delivering Digital
Transformation…
Your Way.

• Design data architecture and infrastructure
• Assess reporting and analytics tools and techniques
• Integrate “digital intelligence” and marketing technology
Flexible infrastructure:

Have a specific need
but don’t see it listed?
Our digital lending
team offers a broad
range of bespoke
services which we can
tailor to your needs.

Contact us to learn more

• Design enterprise architecture
• Develop integration layers, cloud-based solutions, and serviceoriented architecture
• Establish open developer communities
Effective development approach:
• Support Waterfall to Agile conversion
• Develop specific DevOps capabilities, including modular
development and automated testing
Organizational agility:
• Develop Target Operating Model for cross-functional
collaboration and speed to market
• Update risk and governance frameworks
Putting Digital Capabilities Into Action
Defining your digital strategy:
• Establish Digital ROI and prioritization framework
• Define multi-year innovation roadmap
Implementing digital offerings:
• Facilitate design workshops and support end-to-end
implementations across SDLC
• Assess and select technology providers and partners
• Provide managed services for testing or other IT functions
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For additional insight, view our other thought
leadership at www.pwc.com/consumerfinance

Robotics and digital labor in
mortgage lending
Achieving process improvement
through automation

Click on the dotted line
How digital mortgage
processes are streamlining the
borrower experience

Financing the car of the future
Reimagining the auto finance
customer experience
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